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Abstract

A tracking magnetic spectrometer based on large Time Projection Chambers

(TPC) :s proposed to measure the momentum of charged particles emerging from

the RHIC beam pipe at angles larger than four degrees and to identify the

particle type for those beyond fifteen degrees with momenta up to 700 Mev/c,

which is a large fraction of the final charged particles emitted by a low

rapidity quark-gluon plasma. This work is a variation of a device proposed at/

the first RHIC Workshop.1

Physics Motivation

There has been considerable theoretical speculation2* "*~8 about the /

production of a Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) and the possibility of other new /

phenomena in heavy ion collisions. /

* Research carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Enprgy

under Contract Nos. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BNL), and DE-AC02-83ER40107 (CCKY).



Most calculations conclude that baryon densities (* 5 times the nuclear

density) or high enough temperatures (T > 200 Mev) or a combination of both

will result in such phenomena for central collisions of heavy ions.

Thermalization of Large Regions

Many calculations assume that central collisions of heavy ions can be

described by employing local thermal equilibrium which adjusts adiabatically

as the collision zone develops in space and time.

One can have serious reservations that complete transition into the new

phase (even if energy densities and/or temperatures are sufficiently high) can

in reality be achieved except in a small fraction of central collisions.

Therefore, it is prudent for planning purposes to assume that even in the case

of central collisions (* 1% of the heavy ion collisions) only a small

fraction of these collisions may be expected to lead to the QGP effects.

Thus the experimental capability of studying these interactions in detail

on an event-by-event basis is an essential ingredient for our experimental

investigation at RHIC if one is to extract the desired signals from the back-

ground.

Non-Equilibrium Conditions

A second approach nas oeen co recognize that u is unlikely chat

thermalized conditions can describe the whole collision dynamics, in particu-

lar the phase transition itself. Thus these new phenomena (QGP, etc.) occur

under inherently non-equilibrium conditions. This scenario has been suggested

and strongly emphasized by Van Hove.2'6"7

The non-equilibrium scenario would produce formation of local droplets of

quark gluon plasma. As the droplets expand, each droplet could separate into

several smaller droplets. These QGP droplets could hadronize by deflagra-

tion,2'6"8 since this appears to be the more likely of the two possible

explosive phenomena, being favored by entropy considerations.

These non-equilibrium treatments have assumed the chemical potential is

zero (i.e. baryon No. B - 0) and thus are directly applicable to the central

region.2'6"8

If plasma droplets (possibly after breaking up) hadronize by

deflagration, the resulting rapidity distribution of hadrons should show

maxima at the rapidities of the droplets. The expected width of the maxima

would be - 1 rapidity unit. Hadrons from the plasma should have Pj_ larger



than normal and have angular distributions characteristic of a deflagration

occurring in plasma droplets. The generally expected plasma signals such as

enhanced strangeness, lepton pair production, etc. would occur in these

events within similar rapidity intervals and thus detailed studies on an

event-by-event basis are necessary to observe these.

Using the existing theoretical work only as a guide, if there are QGP or

other new effects produced in heavy ion collisions at RHIC they msy be rare

phenomena compared to the central collision rate and may indeed be quite

localized* within an event.

Therefore it is desirable that an experimental program to search for

such phenomena should have the ability to survey as much as practical of the

characteristics of each event considered, and the ability to observe unusual

phenomena occurring locally in a small part of the event. The observations

of as many characteristics of the event as possible on an event-by-event

basis is necessary so that the rare unusual occurrences can be observed under

reasonable signal to background ratios. Even if new phenomena are

unexpectedly abundant rather than rare, one will certainly not lose by

designing an experimental program which can detect and identify rare

phenomena. Because even in the fortunate case where some new phenomena are

reiatively aoundanc, with history as our guide, we can expect other new

phenomena which are rare, me certainty with which one can draw conclusions

will be dramatically dependent on the signal to background ratio.

Variations of the A and A1 (including protons) used in the collisions

will be required in order to decide whether observed phenomena are evidence

for new phenomena. Furthermore, to test observed or specific theoretically

predicted new phenomena, the experimental data will have to be compared to

Monte Carlo calculations with and without these new phenomena. The Monte

Carlo events, of course, have to be cut and treated in the same way as the

data.

The Large Magnetic Spectrometer Method

We have previously proposed1 a large magnetic spectrometer to track and

momentum analyze a very large fraction of the particles emitted in a heavy

There may be more than one localized QGP region per event.



ion collision. This will allow us to determine pseudorapidities (and

rapidities when particles are identified), to reconstruct neutral Vee's if P X

is high enough, and have momentum information on both positive and negative

particles in the same event. We plan to handle gold on gold events at 100

GeV/nucleon in RHIC. The negative particles will be predominantly pions.*

In the present proposal we have added dE/dx information for low momentum

particle identification in the central region where the quark-gluon plasma

effects are expected to most often occur. We hi^s also extended the rapidity

region.

In addition, highly segmented Cherenkov hodoscopes, as well as time-of-

flight information can additionally be used to identify some of the particles,

as the program progresses and more funding becomes available.

By utilizing charged particle tracking we will miss neutral particles

such as neutrons, IT°'S, and photons. It is important to realize that from

HIJET generated events we expect that charged multiplicities of central 100

GeV Au on 100 GeV Au collisions will be > 4,000. With such high statistics

the charged particles should give a rather adequate picture of the

characteristics of each event.

One important capability we will have, is the ability to look on an

event-oy-event basis r'or unusual events not axoec.aa from known procasses.

These events, could be characterized by:

1. Excessive local fluctuations {up or aown) in pseudorapidity

density (i.e., pseudorapidity bumps). In the case of negative particles which

are momentum analyzed we can assume they are pions (or alternatively kaons)

and look for rapidity bumps. Low momentum central region particles will be

identified by dE/dx measurements and we can look for rapidity bumps for each

particle.

2. Excessive fluctuations in multiplicity.

3. Excessive local or global enhancement of strangeness.

4. Anomalous behavior in PJ_ (EX), or energy flow patterns.

5. Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effects, and Speckle Interferometry.

6. Evidence for deflagrations (or detonations).

* In particles coming from the plasma droplets themselves, this may not be

true.



7. Something else which catches our eye.

8. Most important - che correlations between these -- For example

we might find that pseudorapidity (or rapidity) bump(s) or other anomalous

behavior are associated with one or more of the above and may have similar

pseudorapidity (or rapidity).

The above illustrations are to be taken only as a guide. The

important point is that we are planning to see a great deal of the

multitudinous characteristics of each event on an event-by-event basis and

therefore we shall see what if anything is anomalous, in a. most favorable

signal to background environment.

Since the theory of the formation, expansion, and hadronization of the

Quark-Gluon Plasma, the principal motivation for the RHIC project, is not yet

at the stage of unique reliable detailed predictions.2 The best quantities to

measure may not be learned until RHIC is in operation. Helmut Satz provided a

theorist's list of desireable measurements in the opening session of the

Workshop. Among the quantities on that list that can be measured by this

device are identical particle interferometry to determine the system size,

multiplicity per unit rapidity, energy distributions, particle ratios and

momentum distributions, especially pj. versus dN/dy. It is of utmost

importance co be able to Treasure :nany of these quantities simultaneously on an

event-by-event basis, since cne effects may be rare, and a correlation of

several of these and other effects may provide an ensemble of selected events

which give the clearest signal of new phenomena.

Selection of the Detector

Since the effects of plasma formation are expected to be clearest in the

region of central rapidity and to result in a large number of relatively low

momentum particles (perhaps as many as one thousand or more per unit of

rapidity) the detector should provide good information about this signal.

Calorimeters are capable of measuring some characteristics of large numbers of

particles with rapid response times. However, the accuracy of energy

measurement for particles below 1 GeV/c2 is poor. Charged particle tracking

devices with even modest position resolution and relatively low magnetic

fields can achieve very good momentum resolution in this region and also

measure the particles individually. Measurement of particle mass by combining

ionization measurements with momentum measurements is also most successful at



these low momenta. The large numbers of tracks to be measured requires a

device with very good two track separation. These considerations led to the

selection of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) as the besr detector for the

central rapidity and non fragmentation regions. The three dimensional nature

of the track element measurements, the straightforward incorporation of

ionization measurements, and the low mass of the detector volume are cardinal

virtues of the TPC for this application. One drawback is a relatively long

drift time which limits the event rate (and thus the usable luminosity). This

is not expected to be a limitation at the RHIC design luminosity for gold-gold

collisions. To maximize the position measurement accuracy, the magnetic field

over the TPC should be as parallel to the drift electric field and as uniform

as practical. Two possible magnetic field configurations were considered, the

solenoid (possibly flanked by dipoles for small angle tracks) and the dipole.

The dipole was selected for study in this workshop since it offers lower cost

and easier pattern recognition for a system with effective magnetic field for

small angle tracks.

Detector Characteristics

1. RHIC Interface

This detector would benefit from the smallest possible lengtn of

interaction diamond such as that available in a special intersection region

where the BC1 dipoles are not installed.

2. The Magnet

A version of the proposed device is shown in Figure 1. Momentum

measurement is made possible by a large dipole magnet, Ml, centered over the

crossing point. The general characteristics of the magnet are based on

various design options provided by Gordon Danby. The magnet aperture is

2.8 meters high by 5 meters wide by 5 meters long. The design magnetic field

is 5 kGauss. The requirement of cancellation of the effect of the dipole

field on the circulating beam means that two compensating dipoles are needed

whose fields are ramped with that of the central dipole.
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Fig. 1 . Plan (above) and elevation (below) views of the proposed device.

3 . The TPC's

The magnet is filled with TPC modules at atmospheric pressure, occupying
the entire volume except for a region 80 cm wide by 80 cm high centered around
the beam pipe. This TPC (TPC1) is read out by a conventional anode wire and
cathode pad system like that used for the original PEP-4 TPC. In this case,
however, the readout is located over the two pole faces of the dipole. A full



meter of track is measured for polar angles greater than 15° from the beam

axis. The pseudorapidity interval covered is -2 < n <2. For most of the

volume at least 100 energy loss samples will be made for each track. For

tracks at small angles to the field lines momentum is not well measured.

Two other TPC's (TPC2) are located outside the magnet at each end to

measure the small angle tracks. They cover the angular range from about 4° to

the beam out to 24° (pseudorapidity from 1.5 to 3.5 and -1.5 to -3.5). These

detectors use the short anode wire readout scheme developed for AGS experiment

810, which gives better two-track separation but yields no usable dE/dx infor-

mation. Anode wire spacing of 2.5 mm is used arranged in rows 5 cm apart.

The angle and position measurements in TPC2 will enable the reconstruction of

the momentum and assignment to the primary vertex of these tracks.

4. TPC Readout Electronics

TPC1 has a 50 m2 readout area (read out top and bottom for speed) covered

with closely spaced anode wires and cathode pads underneath arranged in rows

locally roughly perpendicular to the average track direction with 0.4 cm pads

on 0.5 cm centers. TPC1 requires about a half million channels of readout

electronics each capable of recording multiple sets of measurements of time

and puise heignt (up co 15 segments of 8 amplitude samples sach). The devica

should separate hits in the time dimension whicn are 0.5 cm apart so the bin

size should correspond to a 1 mm. This requires 10 or 11 bits of time resolu-

tion. The result is to divide the volume of the TPC into about a billion

cells and to present each track with the equivalent of 150 detector planes

each with pixels 0.5 cm x 1.5 cm (assuming 3 pads corresponds to the pixel

length). Since the track density at 90 cm from the pipe should be less than

0.05 cm"2, the frequency of two tracks hitting the same pixel is small.

In order to implement such a large fast sampling analog and time

measuring system, work is under way to develop large scale integration elec-

tronics utilizing the concept of the segmentable analog memory. With the

addition of recent developments in fast analog IC technology it will be

possible, with only two integrated circuits, to construct 8 channels of low

noise amplifier, waveform shaping and desparsified analog and time digitizing

circuitry. This will allow sufficient miniaturization to attach the full half

million channels of electronics directly to the cathode pad readout planes of

the TPC. Thus only highly compacted data containing useful tracking and dE/dx



information ever leaves the immediate perimeter of the TPC. This very high

degree of channel number and signal processing compaction has the additional

benefit of reducing estimated electronics costs to less than $10.00 per

channel.

The two modules of TPC2 each have 5 m x 1 m area readout on top and

bottom for a total of 20 m2. Since no dE/dx measurement is contemplated in

TPC2, 20 rows each with elements on 2.5 mm spacing should suffice (equivalent

pixel figured at 5 x 7.5 mm). This requires an additional 160,000 channels of

electronics which needs to record only the drift time.

5. Data Acquisition from the TPC

Organizing and compressing time and amplitude sampling information from a

half million pads raises some challenging issues. The raw uncompacted data

from TPC1 produces > 109 bytes of information, > 99% of which are samples

empty of relevant information. Therefore the first strategy is to record,

even temporarily, as little of the empty samples as possible at the front end

of the electronics chain. It is proposed at this level, to reduce the empty

samples by a factor of 100-200 using the concept of the segmentable analog

memory. This will leave analog data encompassing che time samples that have

been triggered by an analog threshold detection.

The next level of compaction is to fit the analog samples in time

yielding another factor of two or three. These two levels of compaction can

be accomplished with electronics mounted on the TPC, reducing the event size

to 2 - 5 MB for further processing. Higher levels of organization would be

done remotely from the TPC. Electronic systems for these first two levels of

compaction would be organized in 1000-2000 serial links to this external

processing system.

6. The Triggering System and Other Detectors

A small calorimeter surrounding the beam pipe and subtending a

pseudorapidity range from 4 to 5 will measure an energy that depends strongly

on the impact parameter of the collision. A large plane device located just

behind the central TPC which measures multiplicity will give a more direct

measurement of the interest of the event as far as TPC response is concerned.

Note that the region 80cm wide by 80cm high immediately around the interaction

region is available for insertion of a special device capable of dealing with



the very large track densities. Such a device would have to have very low

mass, of course, to avoid compromising the TPC.

Detector Performance

1. Monte Carlo Event Simulation

Events have been generated by a variant of the HIJET code which allows

for simulation of Quark-Gluon Plasma formation and the CERN GEANT program used

to investigate the detector response to these events.

The modified HIJET Monte Carlo uses a simple model for plasma formation

based on a geometrically tagged region of each nucleus-nucleus collision. The

energy and momentum of the cascading particles in this tagged region are

transfered to a spherical plasma bubble (a Van Hove type) at critical tempera-

ture with chemical potential and volume that conserves baryon number and

energy. We have written a program that models a plasma breakup based on work

of P. Koch, M. Mullen and J. Rafelski. From this model we determine the parti-

cle production probioiities which depend on the critical temperature and the

gluon fragmentation function. We then produce particles according to these

probablities with a momentum distribution of that of the critical tempera-

ture. We have interfaced this program with HIJET and conserve energy and

momentum by the tagging procedure. Tagged particles either lose anergy or go

completely into making plasma. These plasma bubbles spread over about one unit

of rapidity (thus leading to a rapidity bump) with rapidity near zero. When

the plasma tagged energy is 7% of total Au-Au RHIC energy, kaon production in

the middle two units of rapidity increases by a factor eight and the proton

and antiproton production increases by a factor seven, whereas pion production

increases by about a factor of two. At all other values of rapidity one sees

the ordinary HIJET physics. Two data files of tracks from 100 Gev Au on 100

Gev Au central collisions were produced for this study. The first file called

"CENTRAL" contained ordinary events; the second, "PLASMA," events with plasma

bubbles described above. Figure 2 is the rapidity distribution from those

events.

2. TPC Acceptance

The GEANT program tracked all charged particles through the detector

shown in Figure 1. Hits were recorded as the tracks passed over pad rows. If

a particle decayed, no further hits were recorded. Figure 3 is a GEANT plot
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of the hits from a small fraction (- 2%) of the tracks from one central event

in the proposed TPC. Because of the larger number of tracks involved it is

difficult to produce a presentable figure of a full RHIC event. The pattern

recognition results are based on complete events, of course. The track was

defined as "accepted" for momentum measurement if there were 10 separate hits

recorded.The particle was "accepted" for particle identification if there were

80 cm or more of track samples recorded. The resultant acceptance is

indicated in the following table.
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Central Event Acceptances

JYlRange
0 to 1

1 to 2

2 to 3

3 to 4

above 4

Tracks

445

513

497

384

266

TPCl
> 10 hits

95.0%

38.3

35.8

0

0

TPCl
Particle I.D.

81.8%

31.7

19.7

0

0

TPC2
> 10 hits

3.9%

33.7

84.1

70.5

16.9

Plasma Event Acceptances

0 to
1 to

2 to

3 to

above

1
2

3
4

4

1284
556

433

335

279

88.6
86.4

35.9

0

0

74.1

80.1

20.6

0
0

4.3

29.4

35.9

72.0

16.1

As expected, the close correspondence between rapidity and polar angle causes

TPCl so be quita efficient for JYJ < 2 ana 7PC2 complements the acceptance for

larger Y where it is quite efficient.

TPC Pattern Recognition

Track reconstruction efficiency for the proposed RHIC TPC was estimated

by analysing the plasma events using an existing TPC reconstruction program3.

GEANT was used to convert the HIJET events into hits in the TPC padrows. Each

hit was then converted into a simulated TPC readout taking into account Landau

fluctuations, ion drift time and diffusion, and readout electronics

characteristics. Background noise was added, and a randomly distributed 5% of

the readout channels were assumed dead. A readout signal was generated based

on the expected amplifier characteristics. The resulting detection efficiency

for individual hits was « 90%.

The simulated readouts were then analysed by the track reconstruction

program developed for AGS Exp 810. The E810 TPC is rectangular with parallel

readout pad rows. The proposed RHIC TPCl will have padrows oriented in

different directions to optimize the two-track resolution.



In order to investigate the pattern recognition efficiency using the program

developed for E810 the proposed RHIC TPC was simulated by analysing events

with three different TPC configurations.

90 deg Chamber: 100 cm by 140 cm by 200 cm TPC centered at

(X,Y,Z) = 90, 70, 0 cm relative to the beam

intersection point; readout plane normal to X

(beam along Z).

0 deg Chamber: 100 by 140 by 200 at 90, 70, 150 cm; readout

plane normal to Z.

30 deg Chamber: similar to 0 deg chamber, but with readout

planes rotated 30 degrees

Efficiencies were computed for correctly reconstructing tracks which

spanned ten or more padrows. Overall efficencies achieved in the 0, 30, and

90 degree chambers were, respectively, 94%, 98%, and 95% for positive tracks;

97%, 81%, and 90% for negative tracks.

8y choosing the configuration which gave the highest efficiency for a

given rapidity to simulate local optimization of the padrow configuration we

determined that the efficiency for tracks with at least ten hits was greater

than 95% in the pseudorapidity range jnj < 2.

4. Momentum Resolution

The momentum resolution in the TPC1 detector will be dominated by

multiple scattering and can be estimated by comparing the momentum of the

reconstructed track with the generated momentum. For this comparison only

tracks that spanned 25 or more padrows were used. The fraction of tracks with

AP/P < 5% was 74%, 83%, and 85% for the 0, 30, and 90 degree chambers,

respectively. The fraction with AP/P < 10% was 87%, 95%, and 94%.

Due to the generally higher momentum of the tracks the momentum

resolution of TPC2 will be dominated by measurement accuracy. An estimated

position resolution of 1 mm leads to an angle resolution in TPC2 of about 3

mrad and a momentum resolution Ap/p2 • .01.

5. Particle Identification

Particle identification is of particular importance for the

aforementioned physics goals. In Figure 4 is plotted the momentum spectrum

for IT'S, K'S and protons in the central rapidity region. As has been

demonstrated by PEP4, the TPC is particularly effective in separating
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particles by ionization loss in the region between 100 and 700-1500 MeV/c
depending on the particle species; see Fig. 5. It should be noted that clear
if/u separation is possible below 100 MeV/c (a unique feature of this method).
*/K/p separation is obtained between 100 MeV/c and 700 MeV/c. K/p to > 1000
MeV/c and deuterons to 1500 MeV/c. All of this with narrow bands of electron
contamination. Extending ir/K/p separation to as low a momentum as possible
imposes difficult requirements on electronics dynamic range; see Fig. 6 . It
is seen that a dynamic range of 50:1 is required to distinguish K's from p's
down to 100 MeV/c although w/K separation should work to 50 MeV/c. With a
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nominal 100 cm of sampled track (100 cm of gas) the sigma of truncated mean

samples at minimum ionization is 5-6£. In order that the sampling granularity

does not materially reduce this resolution, minimum ionization should be more

than 5 times the least significant bit of the digitizer. Thus to cover 50

times minimum, 8 bits of dynamic range is essential (10 bits would be more

comfortable). The effort in progress mentioned in "readout electronics" has

as goal a dynamic range of 10 bits.

Estimated Detector Costs

1. The Magnet

The cost of constructing the magnet has been estimated by Gordon Danby at

about five million dollars.

2. The TPC

Even though we have increased the number of chambers, increased the

number of channels, and added analogue dE/dx information for the central TPC,

the estimated cost of the electronics remains about the same as the previous

$6.5M. This is because of the technological improvements which have occurred

during the past two years and are expected to occur in the near future which

we are taking advantage of in our design.

The estimated cost of the TPC chambers and associated equipment is

aoproximately 2 million dollars.

3. Computers

The interaction rate for Gold on Gold at a small diamond luminosity of

- 10 2 5 is - 100 per second. Triggers selecting central collisions are

expected to reduce this to one readout per second or less. Early triggers may

achieve only a further factor of ten improvement on this to make an analysis

load of about 50,000 events per week. The largest computer load 1s generated

by the track finding (pattern recognition) task which is about 0.1 seconds per

track on a VAX 780, approximately linear in the track number3. Thus the

pattern recognition load corresponds to approximately 500 x VAX 780 speed

(roughly a kiloVAX) assuming data reduction ts to keep up with data

generation.

Currently the Fermilab ACP project is operating event computing power in

amounts corresponding to 200 VAX780 equivalents acquired from a commercial



source at a cost of about $2000 per 780. Thus a kiloVAX is currently avail-

able for around two million dollars. ACP plans include a replacement of the

CPU by one ten times faster at a target price of $2500 per unit. This would

mean a kiloVAX would cost under a half million dollars very soon (hardware

cost only).

Nevertheless if one were to plan on a dedicated computer facility to do

all the various jobs required for this project we do not wish for planning

purposes to depart from our prior estimate of 3-4.0 million dollars made in

Ref. 1.

All the above costs do not include the usual EDIA and contingency nor the

salaries of the collaboration working on the project.

Sumary of Estimated Approximate Costs

The basic TPC electronics has been
estimated to cost S6.5 M

The TPC chamber and associated equipment
is estimated to cost 2.0 H

Trigger calorimeters, etc. $ 1.5 M

The Magnet is estimated to cost 5.0 M

Dedicated Required Computer Facilities 3.5 M

TOTAL COST $18.5 M

These two
items should
be consi-
dered toge-
ther as a
package

All the above costs do not include the usual EDIA and contingency nor the

salaries of the collaboration working on the project.

These cost estimates are very close to those estimated two years ago in

Ref. 1 except that the loss of the free SREL magnet has Increased the magnet

cost by • 4 M and trigger calorimeter costs have been added. This is in spite

of the increased electronics capability due to dE/dx measurements, increased

number of channels, etc., and addition of 2 TPC chambers.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


